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  COLLABORATIVE

Established in 1975, NEACH are 
proud to have achieved sustainable 
and planned growth enabling us to 
progressively expand our team, service 
offerings and expertise.

NEACH provides its clients with industry 
leading vertically integrated services that 
are third party certified to the following 
standards:

  AS 4801 for safety

  ISO 9001 for quality

  ISO 14001 for the environment

NEACH are committed to Industry Best 
Practice and strives to continuously 
improve its services. As a service 
provider, our systems form the backbone 
of the company and have continued to 
support our growth over time. These 
robust and mature systems are what set 
us apart from our competitors. 

NEACH’s company culture is centred on 
continual evolution and improvement. 
A track record of success which spans 
40 years means you are dealing with 
a company that offers reliability above 
anything else.

STRUCTURAL STEEL
At NEACH, our 40 years of structural steel 
and steel erection experience ensures client 
projects are met with innovative technology, 
quality services, and collaborative 
processes. Our 2500m2 workshop has a 
baseline capacity of 200 tonne per month. 
This capacity can be increased for those 
clients who have compressed schedules or 
emergency projects.

Our structural steel services include:

  Structural Steel Drafting 

  Engineering Certification 

  Steel Fabrication (Mild Steel, Stainless 
Steel and Aluminium) 

  Site Erection and Installation 

  Crane Hire

METALWORK
Experience is key in maintaining consistent 
high quality standards with metalwork 
projects. Skilled tradesmen are essential 
and the NEACH team have had decades 
of experience perfecting their craft. 
Detailed architectural designs and high 
quality finishes are achieved for our clients 
through the collaborative development of 
each project. NEACH offer metalwork in 
Mild Steel, Stainless Steel and Aluminium.

Some of our typical projects include:

  Balustrading 

  Awnings 

  Staircases 

  External Shelters and Shade Structures

For over 40 years NEACH has specialised in working with clients on projects 
which cover structural steel fabrication, metalwork, abrasive blasting and 
surface treatment.

OUR SERVICES

BEST PRACTICE

CORPORATE CREDENTIALS

SURFACE TREATMENT
Our state-of-the-art blasting booth is 
capable of handling a variety of abrasive 
blasting and surface treatment needs. 
We use EPA approved steel shot, as it 
is extremely robust and environmentally 
sustainable. NEACH offer a range of 
standard surface finishes and coatings. 
Where specific coating specifications 
need to be met, NEACH have the 
capability to source products to execute 
these custom works.

The standard finishes NEACH offer are:

  Primer – High Build Zinc Phosphate 

  Two Pack Epoxy

  Zinc Hot Metal Spray 

  Passivation 

  Polishing
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INNOVATIVE    

COMMERCIAL 
NEACH deliver structural steel fabrication and erection work scopes on commercial 
projects across the South East Queensland region. We supply structural steel and 
metalwork on all types of commercial projects including some of the following:

 Industrial Buildings   Shopping Centres 

 Tilt Panel Factories    Aircraft Hangers 

 School Buildings   Medical Facilities

INDUSTRIAL
We work closely with the industrial sector, operating across Tier 1 and Tier 2 clients, 
supplying structural steel and metalwork for factory, mining and plant projects. 
NEACH work directly with site management to ensure project goals are clearly 
defined and expectations are met with high quality products. We are committed to 
Quality Assurance and Industry Best Practice, and hold third party ISO Certifications 
for safety, quality, and environment.

RESIDENTIAL
NEACH have been working with architects, engineers, builders and clients on high-
end personal homes and multi-level high density residential projects for over 40 
years. NEACH have the advantage of offering these projects a full vertical integration 
of services from design through to installation. Further to this, NEACH can cover 
both the metalwork and structural trade packages on each project helping to reduce 
coordination challenges by having all your steel needs met with one company.

Our team of experienced and capable professionals have the skillset, 
resources and experience to cater for projects in the residential, commercial, 
industrial, infrastructure and energy sectors of the construction industry.

INDUSTRY SECTORS

CORPORATE CREDENTIALS

INFRASTRUCTURE
High quality steel fabrication is a critical service for government and private infrastructure 
projects. NEACH have proudly worked across a variety of projects in South East 
Queensland, delivering high quality steel solutions, fabricated and installed on site.

NEACH’s operations team works closely with our clients to ensure project  
specifications are achieved. Full project material data records are supplied at the 
completion of each contract. NEACH is proud to support government projects in 
building Queensland’s future.

ENERGY
As demand for energy and power grows, so does NEACH’s capability in this space. 
Our experienced team works closely with clients in the power generation and renewable 
energy sectors, delivering innovative  solutions for projects that are often complex.

NEACH has won and delivered contracts for various projects across South East 
Queensland, including power stations, solar farms and local government energy 
projects. In addition, NEACH have fabricated prototypes under strict confidentiality for 
clients in the Clean Energy Technology sector.
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I would like to personally thank you for considering NEACH for your next project.

A MESSAGE FROM OUR MANAGING DIRECTOR

LEADERSHIP

Since its founding, the culture of NEACH has always been about enjoying the journey, 
we love what we do. This is evident through the energy we drive into each project 
and is why the company survives to this day. Clients return to us time and again 
because of our positive ‘can do’ attitude, our supportive working relationships and 
the great results we achieve in partnership with them.

We are proud of how much NEACH has evolved over the years since opening 
our doors in 1975. It is our commitment to improvement, our passion to embrace 
new technology, and our extensive industry knowledge that provides us with the 
confidence to say, there is no better choice than NEACH. 

Ryza Garbacz
MANAGING DIRECTOR

  TOD Consulting has worked 
with NEACH for over 35 years  
and has always found the 
company has produced work  
of the highest standard. Ryza  
and Spud before him have 
always been approachable 
and have collaborated on 
many innovative structural and 
architectural designs.  
Stefan Prystupa - Senior Engineer 
(Consultant) | TOD Consulting

  SUSTAINABLE

Ryza has been associated with NEACH since the late 1990’s and has been 
Managing Director from 2011. He holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Civil/Structural 
Engineering and has 12 years of direct large scale project management 
experience. His experience provides clients with a leader who can quickly 
establish the key project deliverables and drive results across all project KPI’s.

Evan brings a wealth of experience in estimating, budget management, 
contract administration and business administration. Having spent 8 years with 
Tier 1 Contractors delivering heavy industry projects around Australia, Evan has 
managed contracts ranging from $5000 up to $500M across civil, structural, 
mechanical, electrical and marine scopes.

As Operations Manager, Terry’s brings an impressive international career in 
steel manufacturing that spans more than 30 years. Terry is responsible for the 
effective coordination of all NEACH operations; he is a committed hands-on 
leader who drives well planned, high quality and organised results for our clients.

Ryza Garbacz
MANAGING DIRECTOR

T  +61 7 5313 8558      
E  ryza.garbacz@neach.com.au 

Evan Harding
COMMERCIAL MANAGER

T  +61 7 5313 8554      
E  evan@neach.com.au 

Terry Dillon
OPERATIONS MANAGER

T  +61 7 5313 8557      
E  terry@neach.com.au 
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